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Dear Parent/Carer 

I am writing to give you details about the year 11 Maths exam that pupils will be sitting in their mock 

week in November. We want the experience to be a positive one, while also giving the pupils (and us) a 

clear idea about where they stand in relation to next summer’s GCSE exams. 

Pupils will sit one exam of 90 minutes. Calculators will NOT be required, but pupils should have other 

relevant equipment (pen, pencil, rubber, ruler, protractor and compasses). We have provided pupils 

with a list of what topics will come up in this mock exam. They will not have such a list for the real exams, 

but we think at this stage it is the best way to approach this mock. In addition to this, we have provided 

links to videos and practice questions (with answers) for each of these topics. These resources have 

been uploaded onto classcharts for all pupils to access.  

For the real exams next summer we will provide similar resources covering the entire syllabus and we 

hope that pupils will see how helpful such a resource can be. 

We are still teaching new material, but we will make opportunities in lesson time (and homework) for 

pupils to prepare for this mock exam. In addition, I would like to remind all pupils that we run a weekly 

Maths club every Wednesday immediately after school where we have sets of practice questions that 

pupils can access. There are always members of the Maths teaching team at these sessions who can 

help with any problems, both with this mock preparation and current classwork and homework. 

There is some uncertainty at present as to whether pupils will be given access to a formula sheet in next 

summer’s exams. The Government are currently making a decision on this but we have decided to 

provide one for this mock exam. We will give copies of this out to pupils in class and it would be good if 

they can familiarise themselves with it between now and November. 

Finally, I would like to reiterate the importance of pupils bringing all Maths equipment to all lessons, 

especially scientific calculators. Even though this particular mock exam doesn’t require one, two of the 

three GCSE papers that pupils sit next summer will do and it is crucial that pupils are as familiar as 

possible with their calculator. You can purchase scientific calculators on Scopay – if you have any 

questions about this at all please do get in touch. 

I hope that the above is clear. If you have any questions at all please do not hesitate to contact your 

child’s Maths teacher or me. 

With best wishes, 

E Gill  

Mr E Gill  

CTL Maths 

 

e.gill@palladianacademytrust.com 

 

 


